




Your city in real-time
Real-time video feeds into public spaces around the city 

Live weather, service and event information 
Share personal plans with your friends and family







City-wide 
experience
Helsinki Live is an open digital 
service. Use it on your personal 
devices, or glance at it as you live 
your life in the city.



How it works



Live streaming cameras
There are cameras everywhere (even if we don’t know it) 

We install and point more of them to public spaces 
Machines analyse video feeds for usage and crowd size estimates 

We show live streams to users combined with other data 
Existing technology is accurate enough for this use case



Use available data and services
Reservations to sporting areas and other park services 

Social live streaming 
Image sharing 

Events and concerts 
Weather forecast



Planning
Users can use the app to announce their plans 

Friends and family can easily be tagged or follow along 
Real-life is spontaneous and people often to only loose planning, so 

the planning functionality is very superficial



Design



It feels like Helsinki
It has to be greenlit as part of the city culture by the people 

There are things that resident has: wallet, phone, the local transit 
app, museum card, and Helsinki Live



Playful, fun, diverse, personal, 
carefree, colourful, soothing, friendly, 

modern



City in motion
A city is never still. A Nordic city is in slow but constant motion. The 
unmoving architecture with slowly moving nature and people create 

a unique atmosphere.





Zero-effort
It has to inspire and offer meaningful content without interaction 

Secondarily, we offer utilities. Like planning. 
It has to be easier and better than WhatsApp



Mobile first
Mobile is used all the time. That’s where we reach people. 

We could broader our platform selection, but you probably wanted to 
see this first as well.





The app
How do we make it simple enough?



Potential use cases
Browse parks 

See what the weather is like 
See where friends are 

Let friends know I'm going somewhere 
Let friends know I'm with someone 
See what's happening in park now 

See events coming up 
Know how far a park is 

Know how to get to a park 
Find parks close to me 

Find parks close to where my friends are 
Find a park close to the sea 

Find that park I can't think the name of 
…













How it was done



Define & research
Reframe, establish goals, question, root causes



Who’s our customer?
Example City does not exist and no one lives there. 

So where are we?



Target group
Families with leisure time 

Workers with time on breaks and after-hours 
Younger adults who go to parks to spend time in groups 

Tourists (out of scope) 
Finnish, Swedish or English-speakers 

Recently moved to the city 
Students



Questions
What should should we try to find out by further research?



What city is this? 
Same people not visiting multiple times? 

Specific user group not visiting? 
No recurring visits? 

No surrounding services? 
What's the definition of a park? 
Weather? Climate? Seasonality? 

Social change? 
New generation not discovering parks? 

People don't drink as much? 
Infrastructure change? 

Who takes care of each park? 
Are the parks unsafe, or dirty, or otherwise something that puts people off? 

Have parks become tourist destinations, not local hangouts? 
Are all the parks the same? 

Would highlighting the parks' unique properties or less-known parks help, or do citizens know the parks? 
What are the city's demographics? 

How is usage drop measured? 
What are the parks used for? Has the usage changed? 

Is the problem exclusive to parks? For example, do people also go to bars less often but use cafes more? 
Why does anyone still go to a park at all? 

Are all areas the same? 
For the user, are parks different from other places? 

What about quantity? There are hundreds of green areas and parks.



Finding the root causes
Today, we took something we can deliver within the given time frame 
Can we do more research, or should we craft something for the sole 

purpose of getting better information? 
E.g. push different information to the users and measure what 

encourages residents to use various services more



Hypothesis
There’s more spaces and services provided by the city, but absolute 

usage is not increasing – and thus relative usage is dropping. We 
assume residents do not discover city services, which are not 

marketed in a meaningful way.



Hypothesis
It's also hard to make plans, and making plans has no shared 

experience that would be tied to discovering the opportunities.



Inspiration
What does the city feel like?













Inspiration
What does Helsinki look like?

















Inspiration
What are the parts like?

























Ideation



Connect to Swarm to find your friends 
Connect to Facebook and Instagram to see your friends live 

Send invite over WhatsApp 
See webcams of parks 

What is something a city can do but a private org cannot? 
See shared footage from parks 

What about seasons? 
See drone footage of parks 

Map with live updates 
Link activities and ideas 

Propose new things to do 
Pull from open data provided by public organisations 

Another one of those things that every local resident has 
Helsinki Parks. Parkkiin. Live in Helsinki. 

Motion inspired in the city. It's slow but alive. Nature and people move constantly and subtly, not abruptly 
Collect park points, go through all parks 

See heat maps of how crowded parks are 
Get crowd data from Google 

Get and display data about events 
Estimate crowd size from webcam footage 

Push recommendations based on weather and analyzed webcam footage 
Personalize recommendations with natural settings/teaching the algorithm 

Every urban dweller has certain things, this is one of them (ref. how Museum Card became a phenomenon) 
See street view of parks 

Be hyperlocal 
Large screens around the city 

Smart watches get notifications of friends 
Show weather and sunset per park 
Onboarding that asks for interests 

Fix parks: let city know about trash and other issues to be fixed to make parks nicer 
Instagram has location tags - pull content based on those 

Deliver city bike/traffic/transit info 
Puistohätäkaljat - meet strangers 

Meet me in park (friends only)



Observations



Parks have services
Playgrounds, cafes, bars, tennis courts, fields, access to sea



Parks are diverse
From desolate forest plants to concrete jungle



Weather
Not always so interesting, but always dictates outdoors activities



Open data
What data is available to craft a natural, inspiring experience that’s 

personalised and useful in everyday life? 

Finns value openness and transparency. What new data should we 
produce and share to the public?



Connected city
Personal devices are not the only way to deliver digital experiences. 
Nordic cities are shared environments with high social cohesion and 

sense of local community.



Resources
Helsinki has great networking infrastructure. 

Data plans are unlimited. 
There are plenty of cameras and open data available. 

Attitudes are friendly towards better access to open information. 
There is no way to see what’s happening in the city real-time but this 

must be the future sooner or later. 
Making everyday, informal plans is still done via messaging and is 

difficult. Taking initiative as an individual is hard. 
Android is 3× as popular as iOS



Design
Helsinki rolled out a new look & feel, alongside their new logo, last 

year.



Gut check
How do you behave in everyday life? What are you missing? What 

are you frequently frustrated about? How do you feel about it? Would 
you use something like this?



Delivery
Define deliverables 

Write down stories/user actions 
Draft 
Test 

Rework 
Storyline and pitch 

Package 
Learnings



Demo user journey
1. I have a work day and get off at 5 pm 
2. I have no plans. The weather is nice 
3. I pick a park 
4. I announce to my friends I'm going 
5. Friends get a ping 
6. I see friends are joining 
7. Another friend tags me in their plan 
8. I switch my plans to go join them 
9. My friends get an invite automatically


